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Abstract
We consider the chiral Lagrangian for baryon fields with JP = 12
+
or JP = 32
+
quantum numbers
as constructed from QCD with up, down and strange quarks. The specific class of counter terms
that are of chiral order Q3 and contribute to meson-baryon interactions at the two-body level is
constructed. Altogether we find 24 terms. In order to pave the way for realistic applications we
establish a set of 22 sum rules for the low-energy constants as they are implied by QCD in the
large-Nc limit. Given such a constraint there remain only 2 independent unknown parameters
that need to be determined by either Lattice QCD simulations or directly from experimental cross
section measurements. At subleading order we arrive at 5 parameters.
PACS numbers: 25.20.Dc,24.10.Jv,21.65.+f
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I. INTRODUCTION
Still after many decades of vigorous studies the outstanding challenge of modern physics
is to establish a rigorous link of QCD to low-energy hadron physics as it is observed in
the many experimental cross section measurements. After all it is the only fundamental
field theory there is that leads to the emergence of structure as a consequence of truly
non-perturbative interactions in a quantum field theory. On the one-hand the data set
is extended recently by LHCb, BES, COMPASS, Belle with more and more exciting new
phenomena, on the other hand there is a huge data set on pion and photon induced reactions
in the resonance region which still up today is not understood in terms of QCD dynamics
[1, 2]. Such reactions constitute the doorway of understanding non-perturbative QCD, like
studies of the hydrogen atom paved the way of understanding QED.
While simulations of QCD on finite lattices made considerable progress the last decade
it is still not feasible to derive cross sections systematically as measured in the laboratory
in the resonance region of QCD. Thus at present it may be of advantage to resort to a well
established method of modern physics. Derive the implications of the fundamental theory by
matching it to effective field theory approaches that are formulated in terms of the relevant
degrees of freedom.
With the great advances of lattice QCD simulations such an approach is going through
a revolution at present since the effective field theory can now be scrutinized systematically
by QCD lattice data. In turn, the typically quite large set of low-energy constants can be
derived from QCD prior to confronting the effective field theory to scattering data taken in
the laboratory. This has been emphasized and illustrated in the recent work [3]. Some results
for sets of low-energy constants have already been obtained from the masses of baryons and
mesons in their ground states with JP = 1
2
+
, 3
2
+
and JP = 0−, 1− quantum numbers [3–7].
Since the majority of available lattice data was taken at unphysical quark masses it
is mandatory to establish reliable tools to translate such data back to the physical case.
The fact that lattice data are typically for unphysical hadrons so far we see as a fortunate
circumstance since this way information on QCD is provided that cannot be inferred from
the PDG or any experimental cross section so easily. Moreover, the determination of large
sets of low-energy constants from lattice data on the hadron ground state masses at various
unphysical quark masses appears to be much easier and better controlled as compared to
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their extraction from the first few available phase shifts as computed on QCD lattices at
unphysical quark masses.
Here we wish to emphasize that our strategy how to pave the way towards the understand-
ing of non-perturnative QCD relies heavily on our recent claim that the chiral Lagrangian
properly formulated for the physics of up, down and strange quarks, can be successfully
applied to low-energy QCD once it is set up in terms of on-shell meson and baryon masses.
It was demonstrated that then the size of the physical strange quark mass does not prohibit
the application of the chiral Lagrangian. This is contrasted by the conventional χPT ap-
proach, in which bare masses are to be used inside any loop expression. Here any low-orders
application to the flavor SU(3) case should be avoided, being of no physical significance.
The purpose of the current study is to further prepare the quantitative application of the
chiral Lagrangian with three light flavors to meson-baryon scattering data. Our target is the
set of counter terms that carry chiral order Q3 and contribute to meson-baryon scattering
at the two-body level. Such Q3 counter terms play a decisive role in the chiral dynamics of
the meson-baryon systems. As was pointed out already in [8] only in the presence of such
terms it may be feasible to establish a universal set of Q2 counter terms that describe pion,
kaon and antikaon nucleon scattering data. Though there is a plethora of works [9–20] that
fit the Q2 counter terms to pion-nucleon, kaon-nucleon or antikaon-nucleon scattering, the
only so far a univeral approach is documented in [8]. In turn there are various mutually
non-compatible sets of the Q2 counter terms available.
We would argue that there are also still some residual deficiencies in [8] which may
hamper the direct use of the most comprehensive set low-energy constants as extracted
from the published lattice data set on the baryon octet and decuplet masses in [5]. Most
severe, we would argue, are the particularities of the unitarization schemes. Within the
flavor SU(3) framework so far all published works rely on neglect or improper treatment of
left-hand branch points. Though we do not expect this to lead to huge qualitative issues,
a quantitative and controlled study of in particular p-wave phase shifts should consider it
in a reliable manner. We feel this to be an achievable request owing to the fact that such a
scheme exists by now with [21–23]. So far it was applied only to the flavor SU(2) case with
the πN and γN channels.
Within a flavor SU(3) context such Q3 terms were first used in [8]. Later the complete
order Q3 Lagrangian was constructed in [24, 25] for the baryon octet fields. To the best
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knowlege of the authors such counter terms have not been constructed so far involving the
baryon decuplet fields. We are aware of the recent work [26], which, however, provides
partial results only. Since we wish to derive sum rules for the Q3 low-energy constants
from large-Nc QCD [27, 28] a reliable construction of the latter terms is the target of the
first part of our work in section II. It follows the second part with section III in which we
apply large-Nc QCD in order to derive sum rules for the set of Q
3 low-energy constants.
Here we follow the framework previously established in [29–31]. In our case we compute the
contributions of the Q3 counter terms to the correlation function with two axial-vector and
one vector current in the baryon ground states. From a study of the latter the desired sum
rules will be derived.
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II. CHIRAL LAGRANGIAN WITH BARYON OCTET AND DECUPLET FIELDS
We recall the conventions for the chiral Lagrangian as used in the current work [5, 8, 32,
33]. The hadronic fields as decomposed into their isospin multiplets are
Φ = τ · π(140) + α† ·K(494) +K†(494) · α + η(547) λ8 ,
√
2B = α† ·N(939) + λ8 Λ(1115) + ~τ · ~Σ(1195) + ΞT (1315) iσ2 · α ,
α† = 1√
2
(λ4 + i λ5, λ6 + i λ7) , ~τ = (λ1, λ2, λ3) , (1)
where the matrices λi are the Gell-Mann generators of the SU(3) algebra. The numbers
in the brackets recall the approximate masses of the particles in units of MeV. Of central
importance is the covariant derivative
(DµB)
i
j = ∂µB
i
j + (Γµ)
i
hB
h
j − Bih (Γµ)hj , (2)
as introduced in terms of the chiral connection Γµ. The chiral connection with Γµ = −Γ†µ
and other convenient chiral building blocks are constructed in terms of the chiral fields Φ
in a non-linear fashion such that the all chiral Ward identities of QCD are recovered in
systematic applications of the chiral Lagrangian [32, 34, 35]. We write
Γµ =
1
2
u†
[
∂µ − i (vµ + aµ)
]
u+ 1
2
u
[
∂µ − i (vµ − aµ)
]
u† ,
Uµ =
1
2
u†
(
∂µ e
i Φ
f
)
u† − i
2
u† (vµ + aµ) u+ i2 u (vµ − aµ) u† , u = ei
Φ
2 f ,
Hµν = Dµ i Uν +Dν i Uµ , Dµν = DµDν +DνDµ , (3)
where we emphasize the presence of the classical vector and axial-vector source fields, vµ and
aµ of QCD [34, 35]. The important merit of all building blocks B,Uµ, Hµν and Dµν lies in
their identical chiral transformation properties. Thus, the action of the covariant derivatives
is implied by the example case (2).
As derived first in [8] there are 10 independent symmetry conserving Q3 terms that are
needed in the baryon octet sector. Such terms were studied in momentum space properly
projected onto the kinematics required in meson-baryon scattering process. Initially there
were 20 terms considered. It was shown in [8] that only 10 terms are independent. This result
was established by an evaluation of the s- and p-wave projections of their contributions to the
scattering amplitudes. Explicit expressions how such terms contribute to the meson-baryon
interaction kernel were provided in Appendix B of that work.
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This result was confirmed later in [24, 25] based on a complementary strategy. In fact,
initially the authors of [25] claimed the relevance of 11 terms in [36]. A result inconsistent
with the original finding in [8]. This error was corrected first in [24]. In the current work
we use the 10 terms in their following representation
L(3)[8] [8] = −u1 tr B¯ γµB [Uν , Hµν ]− − u2 tr B¯ [Uν , Hµν ]− γµB
− 1
2
u3
(
tr B¯ Uν γµ tr Hµν B + h.c.
)
− 1
2
u4
(
tr B¯ γλ (DµνB) [Uλ, Hµν ]− + tr (D
µνB¯) γλB [Uλ, Hµν ]−
)
− 1
2
u5
(
tr B¯ [Uλ, Hµν ]− γ
λ (DµνB) + tr (DµνB¯) [Uλ, Hµν ]− γ
λB
)
− 1
4
u6
(
tr B¯ Uλ γ
λ tr Hµν (D
µνB) + tr (DµνB¯)Uλ γ
λ tr Hµν B + h.c.
)
− 1
2
u7
(
tr B¯ σλµ (DνB) [Uλ, Hµν ]+ − tr (DνB¯) σλµB [Uλ, Hµν ]+
)
− 1
2
u8
(
tr B¯ [Uλ, Hµν ]+ σ
λµ (DνB)− tr (DνB¯) [Uλ, Hµν ]+ σλµB
)
− 1
4
u9
(
tr B¯ Uλ σ
λµ (DνB)Hµν − tr (DνB¯)Uλ σλµBHµν + h.c.
)
− 1
2
u10
(
tr B¯ σλµ (DνB) tr UλHµν − tr (DνB¯) σλµB tr UλHµν
)
. (4)
We turn to the decuplet sector. The construction of the chiral Lagrangian is straight-
forward following the rules established by Krause in [32]. We use here the conventional
Rarita-Schwinger fields to interpolate to the decuplet of the spin-three-half states. The
baryon decuplet field Bijkµ comes with three fully symmetric flavor indices, i, j, k = 1, 2, 3 as
B111µ = ∆
++
µ , B
112
µ = ∆
+
µ /
√
3 , B122µ = ∆
0
µ/
√
3 , B222µ = ∆
−
µ ,
B113µ = Σ
+
µ /
√
3 , B123µ = Σ
0
µ/
√
6 , B223µ = Σ
−
µ /
√
3 ,
B133µ = Ξ
0
µ/
√
3 , B233µ = Ξ
−
µ /
√
3 ,
B333µ = Ω
−
µ ,
(5)
where the components are identified with the states in the particle basis for convenience.
The covariant derivative takes the form
(DµBν)
ijh = ∂µB
ijh
ν + Γ
i
µ,lB
ljh
ν + Γ
j
µ,lB
ilh
ν + Γ
h
µ,lB
ijl
ν , (6)
where again the chiral connection Γµ is needed. In order to keep track of the various flavor
index contraction in the many terms of the chiral Lagrangian we use here a powerful notation
already introduced by one of the authors in [37]. The idea behind the notation is to introduce
a few auxiliary objects in terms of which any interaction term can be written down in terms
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of simple 3× 3 matrix products like it is the case in the baryon octet sector. Indeed this is
achieved by the consideration of suitable ’dot’ products of the decuplet fields. We need to
discriminate the following three cases only
(B¯µ ·Bν)ij = B¯µjklBiklν , (B¯µ · Φ)ij = ǫkli B¯µkmj Φml , (Φ · Bν)ij = ǫklj ΦlmBkmiν , (7)
where any of such product yields a two-index object that transforms as a flavor octet field
again. Note that it takes a bit of group theory that indeed all our terms in the chiral
Lagrangian can be written down in such a notation. Given this fact, it is however, rather
convenient to apply such a notation, since the painful write-down of flavor redundant terms
can be avoided to a large extent. In [33, 37] all terms at order Q2 that are relevant for
meson-baryon scattering were written down for the first time. Such terms were recently
rediscovered in [26, 38] using a less transparent notation. The first partial list of Q2 terms
involving the baryon decuplet field was published in [39].
We now turn to the symmetry preserving Q3 terms that involve a decuplet field. A
complete list of 14 = 8+6 terms is readily worked out with
L(3)[10] [10] = 12 v1
(
tr (B¯τ · Uν) γµ (Hµν · Bτ ) + h.c.
)
+1
2
v2
(
tr (B¯λ · Uλ) γµ (Hµν · Bν) + h.c.
)
+ 1
2
v3
(
tr (B¯ν · Uλ) γµ (Hµν · Bλ) + h.c.
)
+ 1
4
v4
(
tr (B¯τ · Uλ) γλ (Hµν · (DµνBτ )) + tr ((DµνB¯τ ) · Uλ) γλ (Hµν · Bτ ) + h.c.
)
+ 1
2
v5
(
tr (B¯τ · σλµ (DνBτ )) [Uλ, Hµν ]+ − tr ((DνB¯τ ) · σλµBτ ) [Uλ, Hµν ]+
)
+ 1
4
v6
(
tr (B¯τ · Uλ) σλµ (Hµν · (DνBτ ))− tr ((DνB¯τ ) · Uλ) σλµ (Hµν · Bτ ) + h.c.
)
+ 1
2
v7
(
tr (B¯τ · σλµ (DνBτ )) tr UλHµν − tr ((DνB¯τ ) · σλµBτ ) tr UλHµν
)
+ 1
4
v8
(
tr (B¯µ · Uλ) (Hµν · (DλBν))− tr ((DλB¯µ) · Uλ) (Hµν · Bν) + h.c.
)
, (8)
and
L(3)[8] [10] = 12 w1
(
tr
(
B¯ν · [Uλ, Hµν ]+
)
i σλµγ5B + h.c.
)
+1
4
w2
(
tr
(
B¯λ · [Uλ, Hµν ]+
)
i γµγ5 (D
νB)− tr ((DνB¯λ) · [Uλ, Hµν ]+) i γµγ5B + h.c.)
+1
4
w3
(
tr
(
B¯λ · [Uµ, Hλν ]+
)
i γµγ5 (D
νB)− tr ((DνB¯λ) · [Uµ, Hλν ]+) i γµγ5B + h.c.)
+ 1
2
w4
(
tr
(
B¯ν · [Uλ, Hµν ]−
)
i σλµγ5B + h.c.
)
+1
4
w5
(
tr
(
B¯λ · [Uλ, Hµν ]−
)
i γµγ5 (D
νB)− tr ((DνB¯λ) · [Uλ, Hµν ]−) i γµγ5B + h.c.)
+1
4
w6
(
tr
(
B¯λ · [Uµ, Hλν ]−
)
i γµγ5 (D
νB)− tr ((DνB¯λ) · [Uµ, Hλν ]−) i γµγ5B + h.c.) .(9)
We observe a significant mismatch with the number of seven terms claimed in [26].
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III. CORRELATION FUNCTION FROM THE CHIRAL LAGRANGIAN
We consider QCD’s axial-vector and vector currents,
A(a)µ (x) = Ψ¯(x) γµ γ5
λa
2
Ψ(x) , V (a)µ (x) = Ψ¯(x) γµ
λa
2
Ψ(x) , (10)
where we recall their definitions in terms of the Heisenberg quark-field operators Ψ(x). With
λa we denote the Gell-Mann flavor matrices. Our target is an evaluation of the following
matrix elements
C
(abe)
µνλ (q, q
′) =
∫
d4x d4y e+i q·(x−y) e+i q
′·y 〈 p¯, χ¯| T A(a)µ (x)A(b)ν (0) V (e)λ (y) |p, χ〉 , (11)
in the baryon ground states. Here the spin projections of the initial and final baryon states
we denote by χ and χ¯. Similarly the initial and final three momenta of the states are p and
p¯. The flavor structure in (11) is incomplete since also the initial and final baryon states
come in different flavor copies. We return to this issue below in more detail. Given the
chiral Lagrangian, it is well defined how to derive the contributions to such matrix elements
in application of the classical matrices of source functions, aµ and vµ.
The particular correlation function is chosen as to selectively probe our Q3 terms. This
is so since any such term in the chiral Lagrangian is linear in the Uλ field but also in the Hµν
field. Upon an expansion of those building blocks in powers of the meson fields one finds
i Uµ = aµ + · · · , i Hµν =
[
vµ, aν
]
− +
[
vν , aµ
]
− + · · · . (12)
From here we conclude that the tree-level evaluation of the chiral Lagrangian is charcterized
by the symmetry conserving Q3 terms, as anticipated above.
The motivation for our study of this correlation function is twofold. First, it serves
as a convenient tool as to verify whether we use only independent sets of the symmetry
conserving Q3 terms. We checked for the flavor octet case, that any additional term leads
to a contribution that can be linear combined in terms of the 10 terms originally used in
[8] and confirmed later in [24, 25]. An analogous computation consolidates our claim about
the smallest set of independent terms in the decuplet sector. Second, such a correlation
function can be scrutinized also in large-Nc QCD. This will lead to sum rules amongst the
set of low-energy constants introduced in this work. We will turn to this issue in the next
section.
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We close this section with explicit results for the correlation function. It suffices to
evaluate the matrix elements in the strict flavor SU(3) limit. In this case a baryon octet or
a decuplet state
|p, χ, c〉 , |p, χ, klm〉 , (13)
is specified by its three-momentum p and the flavor indices c = 1, · · · , 8 or k, l,m = 1, 2, 3.
The spin-polarization label is χ = 1, 2 for the octet and χ = 1, · · · , 4 for the decuplet states.
In order to discriminate flavor structures from the currents versus those from the baryon
states we introduce the operator
O(abe)ijh (q, q′) =
∫
d4x d4y e+i q·(x−y) e+i q
′·y T A(a)i (x)A(b)j (0) V (e)h (y) , (14)
which matrix elements in the baryon states (13) are considered in the following. Note that
in (14) we already focus on the space components of the three currents. From the study of
such components the anticipated large-Nc sum rules for the low-energy constants, the main
target of our work, can be derived.
Since we will encounter many flavor indices in our work, which either run from one to
three or from one to eight, we found it useful to split the alphabet into two parts. We use
the Roman small letters from a to g for flavor indices with a = 1, .., 8 and letters from h to
z for indices with h = 1, .., 3. With this convention it is easily confirmed over which range
a given flavor index goes.
We are now prepared to present results for the matrix elements introduced with (11). A
somewhat tedious but straightforward evaluation leads to the explicit results
〈p¯, χ¯, d| O(abe)ijh (q, q′) |p, χ, c〉
= u¯(p¯, χ¯)
2 gij γh + gih γj + gjh γi
4
u(p, χ)
{
− (u1 + u2) δab ddce − 3 (u1 + u2) dabg defg ddcf
− (u1 − u2) δab ifdce − 3 (u1 − u2) dabg defg ifdcf + (u1 + u2) (δae dbdc + δbe dadc)
+ (u1 − u2) (δae ifbdc + δbe ifadc)− 12 u3 (δad ifbec + δbd ifaec − δac ifbed − δbc ifaed)
}
+ u¯(p¯, χ¯)
gih γj − gjh γi
4
u(p, χ)
{
(u1 + u2) fabg fefg ddcf + (u1 − u2) fabg fefg ifdcf
− 1
2
u3 (δad ifbec − δbd ifaec − δac ifbed + δbc ifaed)
}
+ u¯(p¯, χ¯)
i σih δjk + i σ
jh δik
8
u(p, χ) (p¯+ p)k
{
− (u7 + u8 − u9) dabg i fefg ddcf
10
− (u7 − u8) dabg i fefg i fdcf − 12 u9 (δad i fbec + δbd i faec + δac i fbed + δbc i faed)
}
+ u¯(p¯, χ¯)
2 i σij δhk + i σ
ih δjk − i σjh δik
8
u(p, χ)
{
− (4
3
u7 +
4
3
u8 − 13 u9 + 2 u10) ifabe δdc
+ (u7 + u8 − u9) (ifaeg dbgf − ifbeg dagf ) ddcf
+ (u7 − u8) (ifaeg dbgf − ifbeg dagf) i fdcf
− 1
2
u9 (δad ifbec − δbd ifaec + δac ifbed − δbc ifaed)
}
(p¯+ p)k
+ u¯(p¯, χ¯)
p¯i γj + p¯j γi
2
u(p, χ) (p¯+ p)h
{
− (u4 + u5) δab ddce − 3 (u4 + u5) dabg defg ddcf
− (u4 − u5) δab ifdce − 3 (u4 − u5) dabg defg ifdcf + (u4 + u5) (δae dbdc + δbe dadc)
+ (u4 − u5) (δae i fbdc + δbe ifadc)
− 1
2
u6
(
δad ifbec + δbd ifaec − δac ifbed − δbc ifaed
)}
− u¯(p¯, χ¯) p¯
i γj − p¯j γi
2
u(p, χ)
{
(u4 + u5) fabg fefg ddcf + (u4 − u5) fabg fefg ifdcf
− 1
2
u6 (δad ifbec − δbd ifaec − δac ifbed + δbc ifaed)
}
(p¯− p)h . (15)
Corresponding expressions for matrix elements in the baryon decuplet states are collected in
Appendix A. We wish to emphasize that the computation of such matrix elements serves as
a powerful consistency check whether the terms of the chiral Lagrangian were constructed
properly. Our results (15) show that all terms shown are independent, i.e. it is not possible
to eliminate any term.
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IV. CURRENT CORRELATION FUNCTION IN LARGE-Nc QCD
Consider OQCD to be the time ordered product of any combination of local currents in
large-Nc QCD, where (14) may serve as a specific example for Nc = 3. The generic form of
the large-Nc operator expansion can be taken as
〈 p¯, χ¯ | OQCD |p, χ 〉 =
∞∑
n=0
cn(p¯, p) (χ¯ | O(n)static |χ ) , (16)
where it is important to note that unlike the physical baryon states, |p, χ 〉, the effective
baryon states, |χ ), do not depend on the three-momentum p. All dynamical information in
(16) is moved into appropriate coefficient functions cn(p¯, p). Moreover, in the decomposition
(16) the coefficients cn(p¯, p) depend on neither the flavor nor the spin quantum number of
the initial or the final baryon state. The merit of (16) lies in the fact that the contributions
on its right-hand-side can be sorted according to their relevance at large values of Nc.
The effective baryon states |c, χ) and |klm, χ) have a mean-field structure that can be
generated in terms of effective quark operators. They correspond to the baryon states already
introduced with (13) for the particular choice Nc = 3. A complete set of color-neutral one-
body operators may be constructed in terms of the very same static quark operators
1 = q†(1 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1 ) q , Ji = q†
(σi
2
⊗ 1 ⊗ 1
)
q ,
T a = q†
(
1 ⊗ λa
2
⊗ 1
)
q , Gai = q
†
(σi
2
⊗ λa
2
⊗ 1
)
q , (17)
with operators q = (u, d, s)T introduced for the up, down and strange quarks. With λa
we denote the Gell-Mann matrices. While the action of any of the spin-flavor operators
introduced in (17) on the tower of large-Nc states is quite involved at large Nc 6= 3 matters
turn quite simple and straightforward at the physical value Nc = 3. For this physical case
where there is a flavor octet with spin-one-half or a flavor decuplet with spin-three-half only,
we recall the well established results of [8, 33] with
1 |c, χ) = 3 |c, χ) ,
Ji |c, χ) = 1
2
σ
(i)
χ¯χ |c, χ¯) , T a |c, χ) = i fcda |d, χ) ,
Gai |c, χ) = σ(i)χ¯χ
(1
2
dcda +
i
3
fcda
)
|d, χ¯) + 1
2
√
2
S
(i)
χ¯χ Λ
klm
ac |klm, χ¯) ,
1 |klm, χ) = 3 |klm, χ) ,
12
Ji |klm, χ) = 3
2
(
~S σi ~S
†
)
χ¯χ
|klm, χ¯), T a |klm, χ) = 3
2
Λa,nopklm |nop, χ),
Gai |klm, χ) =
3
4
(
~S σi ~S
†
)
χ¯χ
Λa,nopklm |nop, χ¯) +
1
2
√
2
(
S†i
)
χ¯χ
Λacklm |c, χ¯) , (18)
with the Pauli matrices σi and the spin-transition matrices Si characterized by
S†i Sj = δij −
1
3
σiσj , Si σj − Sj σi = −i εijk Sk , ~S · ~S† = 1 (4×4) ,
~S† · ~S = 2 1 (2×2) , ~S · ~σ = 0 , ǫijk Si S†j = i ~S σk ~S† . (19)
We recall some instrumental flavor structures
Λklmab =
[
εijk λ
(a)
li λ
(b)
mj
]
sym(klm)
, δ klmnop =
[
δkn δlo δmp
]
sym(nop)
,
Λabklm =
[
εijk λ
(a)
il λ
(b)
jm
]
sym(klm)
, Λa,klmnop =
[
λ
(a)
kn δlo δmp
]
sym(nop)
, (20)
that occur frequently in our previous and current works [5, 31, 40].
In the sum of (16) there are infinitely many terms one may write down. The static
operators O(n)static are finite products of the one-body operators Ji , T a and Gai . In contrast
the counting of Nc factors is intricate since there is a subtle balance of suppression and
enhancement effects. An r-body operator consisting of the r products of any of the spin and
flavor operators receives the suppression factor N−rc . This is counteracted by enhancement
factors for the flavor and spin-flavor operators T a and Gai that are produced by taking baryon
matrix elements at Nc 6= 3. Altogether this leads to the effective scaling laws [41]
Ji ∼ 1
Nc
, T a ∼ N0c , Gai ∼ N0c . (21)
According to (21) there are an infinite number of terms contributing at a given order in
the the 1/Nc expansion. Taking higher products of flavor and spin-flavor operators does
not reduce the Nc scaling power. A systematic 1/Nc expansion is made possible by a set
of operator identities [31, 41], that allows a systematic summation of the infinite number
of relevant terms. As a consequence of the SU(6) Lie algebra any commutator of one-body
operators can be expressed in terms of one-body operators again. Therefore it suffices to
consider anti commutators of the one-body operators [31, 41]. For instance, consider the
following two identities that hold in matrix elements of the baryon states
dgab [Ta, Tb]+= −2 Tg + 2 [J i, Gig]+ ,
dgab [G
i
a, G
j
b]+=
1
3
δij
(
9
2
Tg − 32 [Jk, Gkg ]+
)
+ 1
6
(
[J i, Gjg]+ + [J
j , Gig]+
)
. (22)
Altogether the expansion scheme is implied by two reduction rules:
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• All operator products in which two flavor indices are contracted using δab, fabc or dabc
or two spin indices on G’s are contracted using δij or εijk can be eliminated.
• All operator products in which two flavor indices are contracted using symmetric or
antisymmetric combinations of two different d and/or f symbols can be eliminated.
The only exception to this rule is the antisymmetric combination facg dbch − fbcg dach.
As a consequence the infinite tower of spin-flavor operators truncates at any given order
in the 1/Nc expansion. We can now turn to the 1/Nc expansion of the baryon matrix
elements of our specific product of QCD’s axial-vector and vector currents. In application
of the operator reduction rules, the baryon matrix elements of time-ordered products of the
current operators are expanded in powers of the effective one-body operators according to
the counting rule (21) supplemented by the reduction rules.
V. SUM RULES FOR THE LOW-ENERGY CONSTANTS
As compared to previous works [5, 29–31] that dealt with correlation functions of one or
two currents only, it turned out that the systematic construction of the large-Nc operator
hierachy for the correlation function of three currents is considerably more involved. While
it is straightforward to write down a set of operators to a given order almost any single
term cannot be matched to the matrix elements as implied by the chiral Lagrangian. This
is so since the role of charge conjugation and parity invariances is not so transparent in the
given frame work. We derived our operators by considering all possible combinations and
then performed the matching in application of a suitable computer algebra code. This then
generated the following leading order decomposition
Oijhabe = δ(ij)+h
{
gˆ1
(
δab Te − (δae Tb + δbe Ta) + 3 dabg defg Tf
)
− 1
2
gˆ4
{
daeg [J
l, ([Tg, G
l
b]+ − [Tb, Glg]+)]+ + dbeg [J l, ([Tg, Gla]+ − [Ta, Glg]+)]+
−2 dabg [J l, ([Tg, Gle]+ − [Te, Glg]+)]+
}}
+ (p¯+ p)q
{(
i ǫiju δhq + δ
(ij)−
(vq)−
i ǫhuv
) [
gˆ2 (i faeg dgbf − i fbeg dgaf )Guf + gˆ5 i fabe Ju
+ gˆ6 (i faeg dbfg − i fbeg dafg) [Ju, Tf ]+
]
+ δ
(ij)+
(vq)+
i ǫhuv
[
gˆ3 dabg i ffegG
u
f + gˆ7 dabg ifefg [J
u, Tf ]+
]}
, (23)
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u1 = 0 v1 = 0 w1 = 0
u2 = 0 v2 = 0 w2 = −4 gˆ2
u3 = 0 v3 = 0 w3 = 4 gˆ2
u4 =
1
2 gˆ1 +
1
2 gˆ4 v4 = −3 gˆ1 w4 = 0
u5 = −12 gˆ1 − 12 gˆ4 v5 = −3 gˆ2 − 18 gˆ6 w5 = 0
u6 = 3 gˆ4 v6 = 0 w6 = 0
u7 =
1
3 gˆ2 − 2 gˆ6 v7 = 2 gˆ2 + 3 gˆ6 + 12 gˆ6
u8 =
5
3 gˆ2 + 2 gˆ6 v8 = 0
u9 = 0
u10 = −43 gˆ2 − gˆ5
TABLE I. Matching of the large-Nc operators to the LEC.
where the parameters gˆ1−3 and gˆ4−7 are relevant at leading and subleading orders respec-
tively. In (23) we use the notation
δ
(ij)±
(mn)±
= 1
2
(δmi δnj ± δmj δni) , δ(ij)±h = 12 (M¯+M)
(
p¯i p¯h + pi ph
) (
p¯+ p
)j ± (i↔ j) . (24)
Owing to the matching condition
gˆ2 + gˆ3 = 0 , (25)
there are two leading order operators only. This is a non-trivial result in view of the fact
that one may write down many more leading order operators. For instance consider the
particular term
δ
(ij)+
h
(
2 [[Ta, Tb]+, Te]+ − ([[Ta, Te]+, Tb]+ + [[Tb, Te]+, Ta]+)
)
, (26)
which matrix elements can be shown to be proportional to the matrix elements of the
operator associated with gˆ1. At subleading order we find three additional operators only.
Here the matching condition
gˆ6 + gˆ7 = 0 , (27)
eliminates one term.
The number of independent coupling constants in the chiral Lagrangian is 24. At leading
order in the 1/Nc expansion all of them can be expressed in terms of gˆ1 and gˆ2 as detailed
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in Tab. I. At subleading order the additional three parameters gˆ4, gˆ5 and gˆ6 enter. The
desired sum rules follow upon eliminating the parameters gˆn. There are 15 common sum
rules applicable at LO and NLO
u1,2,3 = 0 = u9 , v1,2,3 = 0 = v6,8 , w4,5,6 = 0 = w1 ,
u5 = −u4 , w3 = −w2 . (28)
They are supplemented by 4 and 7 additional sum rules at NLO and LO respectively as
v5 = 6 u7 − 3 u8 , v4 = 6 u5 + u6 ,
v7 = −6 u7 − 3 u10 , w3 = 2 (u7 + u8) , (29)
and
v5 = −9 u7 = 94 u10 , v4 = 6 u5 , u6 = 0 ,
v7 = 6 u7 , w3 = 12 u7 =
12
5
u8 . (30)
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VI. SUMMARY
In this work we further prepared the ground for realistic applications of the chiral La-
grangian with the baryon octet and the baryon decuplet fields. For the first time all sym-
metry preserving Q3 counter terms were constructed as they are relevant for any two-body
meson-baryon reaction process. Altogether we find 24 terms. In order to pave the way
towards applications of this set of low-energy parameters we derived a set of sum rules. We
considered matrix elements of a correlation function with two axial-vector and one vector
currents in the baryon ground states as they arise in QCD at a large number of colors (Nc).
From a systematic operator expansion thereof we deduced our set of 22 sum rules valid at
leading order in the 1/Nc expansion. At subleading order there remain 19 relations. With
our result we now deem it feasible to perform significant coupled-channel studies of meson-
baryon scattering processes considering channels with the baryon octet and decuplet fields
on an equal footing as it is requested by large-Nc QCD.
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VII. APPENDIX A
〈p¯, χ¯, nop | O(abe)ijh (q, q′) |p, χ, klm 〉
= − 1
4
δnopxyz Λ
d,xyz
klm
(
3 dabg dedg + δab δed − δae δbd − δad δbe
){
+ 1
2
v1u¯τ (p¯, χ¯)
(
2 γh gij + γi ghj + γj ghi
)
uτ (p, χ)
+ 1
2
v2
(
u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γj uh(p, χ) + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γi uh(p, χ) + u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γh uj(p, χ) + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γh ui(p, χ)
)
+ 1
2
v3
(
u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γh uj(p, χ) + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γh ui(p, χ) + u¯h(p¯, χ¯) γi uj(p, χ) + u¯h(p¯, χ¯) γj ui(p, χ)
) }
− 1
4
δnopxyz Λ
d,xyz
klm fabg fedg
{
1
2
v1 u¯τ (p¯, χ¯)
(
γi ghj − γj ghi) uτ(p, χ)
− 1
2
v2
(
u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γj uh(p, χ)− u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γi uh(p, χ) + u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γh uj(p, χ)− u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γh ui(p, χ))
+ 1
2
v3
(
u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γh uj(p, χ)− u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γh ui(p, χ) + u¯h(p¯, χ¯) γi uj(p, χ)− u¯h(p¯, χ¯) γj ui(p, χ)) }
− 1
8
u¯τ(p¯, χ¯)
(
iσih (p¯+ p)j + iσjh (p¯+ p)i
)
uτ (p, χ)
{
(v5 +
3
4
v6) dabg ifefg δ
nop
xyz Λ
f,xyz
klm
− 3
8
v6 δ
nop
rst
(
(Λa,rstxyz ifbeg + Λ
b,rst
xyz ifaeg) Λ
g,xyz
klm + Λ
g,rst
xyz (Λ
a,xyz
klm ifbeg + Λ
b,xyz
klm ifaeg)
)}
− 1
8
u¯τ(p¯, χ¯)
(
2 iσij (p¯+ p)h + iσih (p¯+ p)j − iσjh (p¯ + p)i) uτ (p, χ){
+2 (2
3
v5 +
1
2
v6 + v7) δ
nop
klm ifabe + (v5 +
3
4
v6) (ifbeg dagf − ifaeg dbgf) δnopxyz Λf,xyzklm
−3
8
v6 δ
nop
rst
(
(Λa,rstxyz ifbeg − Λb,rstxyz ifaeg) Λg,xyzklm + Λg,rstxyz (Λa,xyzklm ifbeg − Λb,xyzklm ifaeg)
)}
− 1
8
δnopxyz Λ
f,xyz
klm
(
3 dabg dfeg + δab δfe − δaf δbe − δae δbf
){
+ 1
2
v8
(
(u¯h(p¯, χ¯) uj(p, χ) + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) uh(p, χ)) (p¯+ p)i
+ (u¯h(p¯, χ¯) ui(p, χ) + u¯i(p¯, χ¯) uh(p, χ)) (p¯+ p)j
)}
− 1
8
δnopxyz Λ
f,xyz
klm fabg ffeg
{
+ 1
2
v8
(
(u¯h(p¯, χ¯) uj(p, χ) + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) uh(p, χ)) (p¯+ p)i
− (u¯h(p¯, χ¯) ui(p, χ) + u¯i(p¯, χ¯) uh(p, χ)) (p¯+ p)j) }
+ 1
4
δnopxyz Λ
d,xyz
klm
(
3 dabg dedg + δab δed − δae δbd − δad δbe
){
+v4 u¯τ (p¯, χ¯)
(
p¯i γj + p¯j γi
)
uτ (p, χ) (p¯+ p)h
}
− 1
4
u¯τ(p¯, χ¯)
(
p¯i γj − p¯j γi)uτ (p, χ) (p¯− p)h δnopxyz Λd,xyzklm v4 fabg fedg , (31)
and
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〈p¯, χ¯, nop | O(abe)ijh (q, q′) |p, χ, c〉
= 1
8
√
2
(
u¯i(p¯, χ¯) i σjh + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) i σih
)
γ5 u(p, χ)
{
− w1 dabf i fegf
−w4
(
3 dabf dgef + δab δge − (δag δbe + δbg δae)
)}
Λnopgc
+ 1
16
√
2
(
(u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γj + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γi) (p¯+ p)h
+(u¯i(p¯, χ¯) (p¯+ p)j + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) (p¯+ p)i) γh
)
γ5 u(p, χ)
{
− w2 dabf i fegf
−w5
(
3 dabf dgef + δab δge − (δag δbe + δbg δae)
)}
Λnopgc
+ 1
16
√
2
(
(u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γj + u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γi) (p¯+ p)h
+ u¯h(p¯, χ¯) (γi (p¯+ p)j + γj (p¯+ p)i)
)
γ5 u(p, χ)
{
− w3 dabf ifegf
−w6
(
3 dabf dgef + δab δge − (δag δbe + δbg δae)
)}
Λnopgc
+ 1
8
√
2
(
2 u¯h(p¯, χ¯) i σij − (u¯i(p¯, χ¯) i σjh − u¯j(p¯, χ¯) i σih)) γ5 u(p, χ)
{
w1
(
ifaef dbgf − ifbef dagf
)
−w4 fabf fgef
}
Λnopgc
+ 1
16
√
2
(
(u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γj − u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γi) (p¯+ p)h
+ (u¯i(p¯, χ¯) (p¯+ p)j − u¯j(p¯, χ¯) (p¯+ p)i) γh) γ5 u(p, χ)
{
w2
(
i faef dbgf − i fbef dagf
)
−w5 fabf fgef
}
Λnopgc
+ 1
16
√
2
(− (u¯i(p¯, χ¯) γj − u¯j(p¯, χ¯) γi) (p¯+ p)h
+ u¯h(p¯, χ¯) (γi (p¯+ p)j − γj (p¯+ p)i)) γ5 u(p, χ)
{
w3
(
ifaef dbgf − ifbef dagf
)
−w6 fabf fgef
}
Λnopgc . (32)
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VIII. APPENDIX B
(d, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, Te]+ |c, χ) = δχ¯χ
[
2 δab ifecd + 3 dabg (dcgf ifdef − ddgf ifcef)
−δbd ifeca − δad ifecb − δac ifebd − δbc ifead
]
,
(d, χ¯| [[Gia, Gjb]+, Te]+ |c, χ) = 14 δχ¯χ δij
[
10
3
δab ifecd
−dabg (dgdf ifecf − dgcf ifedf ) + 83 dabg (fgdf fecf + fgcf fedf )
+1
3
(δad ifebc + δbd ifeac − δac ifebd − δbc ifead)
]
+ 1
4
i ǫijk σkχ¯χ
[
δad ifebc − δbd ifeac + δac ifebd − δbc ifead
+2 ifabg (dgdf ifecf − dgcf ifedf )
+5
3
ifabg (fgdf fecf + fgcf fedf)
]
,
(d, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, Gie]+ |c, χ) = 12 σiχ¯χ
[
2 δab decd +
4
3
δab ifecd
+3 dabg dfgd decf + 2 dabg dfgd ifecf
+3 dabg dcgf defd + 2 dabg dcgf ifefd
−δac debd − δbc dead − δbd deca − δad decb
−2
3
δac ifebd − 23 δbc ifead − 23 δbd ifeca − 23 δad ifecb
]
,
(d, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, J i]+ |c, χ) = σiχ¯χ
[
δab δcd − δac δbd − δad δbc + 3 dabg dcgd
]
,
(d, χ¯| [[Gia, Glb]+, J l]+ |c, χ) = 14 σiχ¯χ
[
1
3
(5 δab δcd − δac δbd − δad δbc)
−ddcg dabg + 83 i fcdg dabg
]
,
(nop, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, Te]+ |klm, χ) = 278 δχ¯χ δnoprst
{
Λa,rstxyz Λ
b,xyz
uvw Λ
e,uvw
klm + Λ
e,rst
uvw Λ
a,uvw
xyz Λ
b,xyz
klm + (a↔ b)
}
,
(nop, χ¯| [[Gia, Gjb]+, Te]+ |klm, χ) = 32 δnoprst
{
−3
8
(Si Sj† + Sj Si† − 3
2
δij 1 (4×4))χ¯χ
[
Λa,rstxyz Λ
b,xyz
uvw Λ
e,uvw
klm + Λ
e,rst
uvw Λ
a,uvw
xyz Λ
b,xyz
klm + (a↔ b)
]
+ 3
16
i ǫijk
′
(~S σk′ ~S†)χ¯χ
[
Λa,rstxyz Λ
b,xyz
uvw Λ
e,uvw
klm + Λ
e,rst
uvw Λ
a,uvw
xyz Λ
b,xyz
klm − (a↔ b)
]
+ 1
16
(Si Sj† + Sj Si†)χ¯χ
[
Λrstag Λ
bg
uvw Λ
e,uvw
klm + Λ
e,rst
uvw Λ
uvw
ag Λ
bg
klm + (a↔ b)
]
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+ 1
16
i ǫijk
′
(~S σk′ ~S†)χ¯χ
[
Λrstag Λ
bg
uvw Λ
e,uvw
klm + Λ
e,rst
uvw Λ
uvw
ag Λ
bg
klm − (a↔ b)
]}
,
(nop, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, Gie]+ |klm, χ) = 2716 (~S σi ~S†)χ¯χ δnoprst
{
Λa,rstxyz Λ
b,xyz
uvw Λ
e,uvw
klm + Λ
e,rst
xyz Λ
a,xyz
uvw Λ
b,uvw
klm + (a↔ b)
}
,
(nop, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, J i]+ |klm, χ) = 274 (~S σi ~S†)χ¯χ δnoprst
{
Λa,rstxyz Λ
b,xyz
klm + (a↔ b)
}
,
(nop, χ¯| [[Gia, Glb]+, J l]+ |klm, χ) = 32 (~S σi ~S†)χ¯χ δnoprst
{
13
8
Λa,rstxyz Λ
b,xyz
klm − 112 Λrstag Λbgklm + (a↔ b)
}}
,
(nop, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, Te]+ |c, χ) = 0 ,
(nop, χ¯| [[Gia, Gjb]+, Te]+ |c, χ) = 18√2 δ
nop
rst
{
(Si σj + Sj σi)χ¯χ
[
ifecf (dafg + i fafg) Λ
rst
bg +
3
2
Λe,rstuvw (dacg + i facg) Λ
uvw
bg + (a↔ b)
]
+i ǫijk Skχ¯χ
[
ifecf
(
(dafg +
2
3
i fafg) Λ
rst
bg +
5
3
(i fafg Λ
rst
bg − i fabg Λrstfg )
)
+3
2
Λe,rstuvw
(
(dacg +
2
3
i facg) Λ
uvw
bg +
5
3
(i facg Λ
uvw
bg − i fabg Λuvwcg )
)− (a↔ b)]} ,
(nop, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, Gie]+ |c, χ) = 12√2 Siχ¯χ
{
9
4
δnoprst (Λ
a,rst
xyz Λ
b,xyz
uvw + Λ
b,rst
xyz Λ
a,xyz
uvw ) Λ
uvw
ec
+Λnopef
(
δab δcf − δac δbf − δaf δbc + 3 dabg dcgf
)}
,
(nop, χ¯| [[Ta, Tb]+, J i]+ |c, χ) = 0 ,
(nop, χ¯| [[Gia, Glb]+, J l]+ |c, χ) = 18√2 Siχ¯χ
{
5 (dacg + i facg) Λ
nop
bg + 5 (dbcg + i fbcg) Λ
nop
ag
−3 (dacg + 23 i facg) Λnopbg + 3 (dbcg + 23 i fbcg) Λnopag
−5 (i facg Λnopbg − i fbcg Λnopag − 2 i fabg Λnopcg )
}
, (33)
where Eq. (A.2) in [31] was used. We correct a typo with
(nop, χ¯| [Gia, Gjb]+ |c, χ) = 18√2 i ǫijk Skχ¯χ
[
(dace +
2
3
i face) Λ
nop
be +
5
3
(i face Λ
nop
be − i fabe Λnopce )− (a↔ b)
]
+ 1
8
√
2
(Si σj + Sj σi)χ¯χ
[
(dace + i face) Λ
nop
be + (a↔ b)
]
. (34)
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